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life or the fear of it which has many of the outward ap-
pearances of contemplation, but is the product of a lazy
or a cowardly mind/*
"The distinction is difficult/' Narwitz replied, "only
because the genuine contemplative and the indifferent
or lazy man have certain superficial actions in common,
and it is hard for us to distinguish between men except
in terms of their actions. Ascetic forbearance may be
a genuine discipline or a form of cowardice, and calm-
ness in joy or suffering is easily confused by an external
observer with insensitiveness to them. So it happens that
many suppose contemplative stillness to be a kind of
death or suicide. 'The man isn't alive/ they say, 'He has
chosen to go down into the grave before his time/ And of
those who shut themselves away from the world and
mortify themselves, the saying is in part true. But shutting
away is not essential to stillness. The supreme stillness is
achieved in the open. We suffer and enjoy; we fight and
love, win and lose; but, in the midst of it all, are still. Is
that a contradiction in terms? How can a man who de-
lights in victory and suffers in defeat yet be still? Can you,
in your history, make that paradox comprehensible?*'
"I can think of a childish parallel with it that everyone
will understand," Lewis answered with a smile. "When
we play a game, we love to win and hate to lose; we don't
stand aside in cold indifference but struggle passionately
with every energy of body and mind; yet the struggle is
unreal; another and deeper life continues independently
of the game, and survives it and is not affected by it."
Narwitz answered with a chuckle that this was a very
English metaphor. None but an Englishman would at-
tempt to explain the contemplative ideal in terms of sport.
"Socrates wouldn't have hesitated if it had served his
purpose/' Lewis retorted.
"You are right/' Narwitz said gravely, "and you are a
better scholar than I am,"
"I am not a scholar among scholars."
"That matters not very much if your scholarship helps
you to give an idea to the world and saves you from the

